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Featured Application: Industry case study from the automotive industry and five development projects.

Abstract: Requirement changes and cascading effects of change propagation are major sources of
inefficiencies in product development and increase the risk of project failure. Proactive change
management of requirement changes yields the potential to handle such changes efficiently. A
systematic approach is required for proactive change management to assess and reduce the risk of
a requirement change with appropriate effort in industrial application. Within the paper at hand,
a novel method for Proactive Management of Requirement Changes (ProMaRC) is presented. It is
developed in close collaboration with industry experts and evaluated based on workshops, pilot
users’ feedback, three industrial case studies from the automotive industry and five development
projects from research. To limit the application effort, an automated approach for dependency
analysis based on the machine learning technique BERT and semi-automated assessment of change
likelihood and impact using a modified PageRank algorithm is developed. Applying the method,
the risks of requirement changes are assessed systematically and reduced by means of proactive
change measures. Evaluation shows high performance of dependency analysis and confirms the
applicability and usefulness of the method. This contribution opens up the research space of proactive
risk management for requirement changes which is currently almost unexploited. It enables more
efficient product development.

Keywords: requirements engineering; requirement change risk; change management; risk manage-
ment; new product development; software prototype; industry case studies; systems engineering;
dependency analysis

1. Introduction

Studies from different development contexts show the high amount of requirements
changes [1–4]. Half of all system requirements are assumed to have a high likelihood
of change [5], which is why requirement changes are given priority over additions or
solutions, especially in the early phases of development [3]. As an example, the empirical
study of a six-year project for the development of an aircraft turbine by the Rolls-Royce
company can be cited: In a set of 700 system requirements, more than 1000 adjustments of
requirements were documented (addition, change or deletion), of which the majority were
requirement changes [3]. The actual extent of the requirement changes is assumed to be
even greater, since undocumented requirement changes that do not go through the formal
change process are not considered in change statistics.

Every change to a requirement leads to cost increases and additional time required
for development. Besides the initial effort, changes to requirements can have an effect on
dependent requirements (change propagation). Due to logical or physical dependencies,
requirements form a complex network [6]. Therefore, a single requirement change often
leads to a series of subsequent requirement changes [7–9].
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The following example from the development of an LED headlight for BMW [10]
illustrates such change propagation: The requirement of the maximum temperature of
the LED substrate is critical for the headlight performance. It was initially set at 120 ◦C.
In the course of the development, the maximum temperature was reduced to 90 ◦C. To
reduce the temperature of the LED substrate while maintaining the performance of the
headlamp, more LEDs, but with lower energy consumption, had to be considered. This,
in turn, required changes of the building-space requirements. So the initial requirement
change resulted in interdisciplinary requirement changes for energy demand, number of
LEDs, and building-space due to propagation effects.

Efficiently managing such requirement changes is a key challenge in the development
of complex systems [2,3,5,11]. However, requirement changes in development practice
have been handled reactively, unsystematically, and based on subjective expert assessments
so far [12–14]. For many years, studies have shown that inefficient management of require-
ment changes is a major cause of missing the specified project goals (quality, cost, and
time) [1,4,15–18].

Despite these findings, industrial practice lacks tools that go beyond the reactive
management of change requests and support a systematic data-based approach to proactive
management of requirement changes. Proactive management means forward planning and
directed actions to influence the evolution of the change event and frontloading decision
situations [19]. It requires the identification and handling of potential requirement changes
in the phase before the change need has been captured in a formal change request [20].
Neither commercial software products supporting requirements engineering, such as the
market leaders IBM Doors, Sparx Enterprise Architect, or Siemens Polarion [21], offer
functionalities for proactive management, nor does sufficient research exist on the proactive
management of requirement changes [2,5,13]. Instead, the focus is on reactive management
of formally recorded change requests. This is focused on effective decision making and
efficient change implementation, but does not enable prevention and frontloading measures.
Thereby the action space is limited.

Proactive management of requirement changes can open up this action space and
reduce the negative effects by considering the phase before a formal change request (cf.
Figure 1). Major action strategies are change prevention [20] and frontloading in order to
reduce the change impact [22,23].

Figure 1. Potential of proactive requirement change management to reduce negative change effects.

The aim of this research is to unlock the potential of proactive change management
for requirement changes in industrial practice. To do so, a support to assess the change
risk, comprising change likelihood and impact, as well as a systematic approach to select
proactive measures is needed.

On the methodical level, areas of relevance are change management and risk manage-
ment in product development. Change management approaches [24,25] and guidelines
(for instance [26]) support the decision making on change requests and a systematic change
implementation, but lack a consideration of pre-change stages decisive for proactive man-
agement [14]. Approaches for risk management in product development focus on such
pre-change stages, but remain generic for development risks in general [6,27,28] or focus
on other risks than requirement changes [29]. Therefore, a support is missing to open up
requirement change management approaches towards pre-change stages and gives context
specific support for proactive requirement change management.
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Looking at the detailed level, areas of relevance for change risk assessment and proac-
tive management are engineering change management (ECM) and requirements change
management (RCM). ECM originates from a mechanical engineering background with
primary focus on component changes [30], whereas RCM is dominated by approaches
on software engineering [31]. Existing approaches are structured by their contribution
towards the following three dimensions: requirement change likelihood and change impact
(both compose the change risk [32]) as well as proactive measures to manage the change
risk. Within each dimension, the approaches are differentiated regarding (1) availability of
requirement information to ensure applicability in early development stages and (2) appli-
cability for extensive interdisciplinary requirement sets, especially looking on application
effort and usability for interdisciplinary requirements. Those two aspects represent ma-
jor constraints of the intended application context: early stages of developing complex
technical systems [14].

The assessment of requirement change likelihood needs to include change triggers that
initiate a change (for instance, volatile customer needs) as well as propagation effects within
the requirement network. Initial changes are triggered by factors outside the requirement
set (exogenous change likelihood), whereas propagation effects occur between requirements
and only occur after an initial change (endogenous change likelihood) [14].

While approaches such as [5,6,9,23,33] assess propagation effects, initial change trig-
gers are not taken into account. Propagation analysis is carried out manually or automati-
cally. Approaches with automated analysis enable application on extensive requirement
sets with reasonable effort, but lack the availability of requirement information in context
of requirement changes [23] or differentiation of requirement dependencies by propagation
behavior (for instance, by dependency type [5,33]) to ensure accuracy of results. Through
use of expert evaluation, the required information is available for manual approaches such
as [6,9] to the extent of the present system understanding. System understanding includes
evaluation of propagation behavior. The disadvantage of manual approaches lies in the
application effort. Since an evaluation of each requirement pair is required for dependency
analysis, manual approaches become impractical for extensive requirement sets [5].

Requirement change impact assessment is influenced by the direct impact of the
initial requirement change as well as subsequent impacts from change propagation. A
consideration of both is required to assess the collective change impact. This is only carried
out by [34], but this approach requires a large database with pairwise requirement analysis
to perform Monte Carlo Simulation. Although the analysis itself is automated, creation of
the database is equally effortful as manual likelihood assessment and therefore not suitable
for extensive requirement sets. Additionally, the assessment of the direct change impact is
unaided and based on expert assessment, which implies subjectivity of results and further
application effort. The change prediction method (CPM) is well established in ECM and
builds the basis for several other approaches. The CPM itself is focused on propagation
effects between components and solely relies on manual expert assessment [9]. Advances to
reduce subjectivity of assessment and include requirements such as [8] increase the accuracy
of the results and suitability for requirement change management, but still lack applicability
for extensive requirement sets. This issue is addressed by automated approaches based on
dependency models [5,10,35–37] or historical change data [23]. For those approaches, the
availability of required information is limited, since dependency models of requirements
are missing in the early stages or need to be created by experts. Additionally, there are no
sufficient databases on historical requirement changes that contain information on change
propagation and impact [14].

Proactive Measures to manage the requirements’ change risk are introduced by risk
management literature in the first place. They can be structured by category (avoidance,
transfer, reduction and acceptance [27]) and aim to reduce the likelihood or impact of a
potential requirement change. Existing approaches provide methods for individual elabora-
tion of appropriate measures (for example, creativity techniques such as brainstorming [38]
or Six Sigma DMAIC cycle [28]) or list generic risk measures (for instance [27,39,40]).
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Neither a support to select appropriate measure based on the present requirement risk
characteristics nor an overview of context specific risk measures for requirement changes
are given.

The lack of research in proactive management of requirement changes also becomes
visible in established requirements engineering software products such as IBM DOORS
or Siemens Polarion Requirements. Existing functionality enables modeling requirement
dependencies and track changes manually (traceability). They do not support automated
dependency detection besides inconsistency analysis, capturing of change risk data or
the selection of proactive measures. Looking at Microsoft Office, which is often used for
requirements engineering in small and medium-sized enterprises [21], the deficit is even
more severe, since it does not support dependency analysis and change risk assessment
at all.

Overall, there is a lack of research in the following areas:

− Methods for holistic assessment of requirement change likelihood (exogenous and
endogenous) and change impact (direct and subsequent).

− Approaches to reduce the application effort of risk assessment without relying on
datasets, which are unavailable in the context of proactive requirement change man-
agement (especially for dependency analysis).

− Support to select proactive measures based on the requirement change risk.

On that account, the contribution at hand aims to answer the following two research
questions (RQ):

− RQ 1: How can the change risk of requirements be assessed in the early stages of
developing complex technical systems?

− RQ 1.1: How can requirement dependencies be identified and differentiated by change
propagation behavior?

− RQ 1.2: How can the endogenous and exogenous change likelihood of a requirement
be assessed?

− RQ 1.3: How can the collective change impact be assessed?
− RQ 2: How can the selection of proactive measures for requirement changes be supported?

The article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the research design. The method
for proactive change management of requirements and the according software prototype
are explained in Section 3. In Section 4, evaluation of the method is carried out. Finally, the
results are discussed in Section 5 and an outlook is given.

2. Materials and Methods

The research approach to develop a method for the proactive management of require-
ment changes is based on the research process for applied science according to ULRICH [41].
The process was selected, because it is suggested especially for research questions requiring
industry feedback parallel to all research steps. Thereby it ensures practical relevance of the
solution. This is a difference to other methodologies (for instance [42–45]), which give flexi-
bility to do so, but do not encourage integration of industry to such extent. Additionally,
ULRICH’s approach provides a flow logic which is suitable for bounded research projects
(e.g., PhD projects), whereas other methodologies better suit extensive endeavors. ULRICH
defines a flow logic without explicit support for the implementation of the individual
steps. For this reason, elements of the Design Research Methodology (DRM) according to
BLESSING and CHAKRABARTI [46] were used as a supplement. The DRM offers com-
prehensive support for the conceptual design and implementation of research phases and
is structurally compatible with ULRICH’s flow logic. In contrast to other methodologies,
the DRM focuses on exploring new solution approaches to support design research in the
technical area, so that frameworks and conventions of the given context of this research
were considered. Specifically, the evaluation concept was used: support evaluation in
parallel to the development, followed by an applicability and success evaluation after
the development.
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To continuously integrate needs from industrial practice, a cyclical procedure consist-
ing of a preliminary and a main study was chosen. All procedural steps are performed
twice in both the preliminary study and the main study. In the preliminary study, an initial
solution approach was developed and applied in three industry case study projects. The
findings from the first cycle were published previously (for details, see [14]). The results
were used to specify the research objective, deepen the understanding of the application
context, elicit requirements for the method and validate solution approaches at an early
stage. In the main study which is described in the contribution at hand, a targeted opti-
mization of the method was carried out on this basis. Within the cycles, iterations were
carried out as needed in order to take new findings into account.

The initial steps were to select and structure problems relevant to practice, investigate
the context of the method to be developed, identify and evaluate solution approaches and
define the research gap. Since no solution approaches have been established in industrial
practice so far, the identification of relevant research approaches was carried out by means
of literature analysis. Starting with the evaluation of literature studies, the findings were
updated and enriched by means of a systematic literature analysis in the databases Google
Scholar, Scopus, Library of the Design Society and Science Direct. Delimitation matrices
were used as tools for evaluating and comparing the approaches as well as to highlight the
research gaps (cf. Appendix A).

Based on the research gap, requirements for the method were defined (Section 3.1).
Requirements for the method are called success criteria from now on, to prevent mis-
understanding with the system requirements as subject for a newly developed method
and research questions. The validity of success criteria was ensured by a combination
of literature review and requirements elicitation with industry users. In the literature
analysis, the success criteria of existing solution approaches were evaluated and checked
for validity regarding the method to be developed. For the elicitation of requirements from
a practical perspective, three workshops with industry experts from an internationally
leading engineering service provider were conducted:

1. Requirement elicitation (3 h, 8 participants: head of department, project leader, team
leader, process owner, requirements engineer, developer and subject matter expert).

2. Detailing and prioritization of requirements (2 h, 8 participants: see above).
3. Definition of use cases and check for completeness of requirements (2 h, 2 participants:

requirements engineer and process owner).

Finally, the results were consolidated and 15 success criteria for the method were specified.
The development of the method for Proactive Management of Requirement Changes

(ProMaRC) (Sections 3.2–3.4) is focused on the fulfillment of success criteria by regularly
subjecting the solution elements to internal feasibility studies and test applications by in-
dustry users. For internal feasibility studies, in-house training and test data were generated.
The dataset consisted of manually generated development data of an intelligent articulated
robot arm (145 requirements and a dependency matrix with 21.025 entries; created based
on the open-source project “BCN3D Moveo”) and data from four student development
projects on power tools such as a cordless screwdriver or laser range finder (each about
20 requirements and the corresponding dependency matrix). After internal testing, expert
feedback for each solution element was gathered. To enable testing, a software prototype
was implemented. The test applications of software prototype functions, monthly exchange
meetings and 8 workshops with three industry experts (each 2 h, 3 participants: head of
department, requirements engineer and process owner) were used to gather feedback from
practitioners. The result of this step was the fully developed method that has already been
tested for functionality.

The final evaluation of the method was conducted in the application context (de-
velopment of a complex technical system) to evaluate applicability and success as well
as to identify remaining potential for improvement (Section 4). Applicability includes
the examination whether the intended effect is achieved. Success goes beyond this and
investigates whether the intended effect contributes to an increased efficiency in the de-
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velopment according to the expectations. For this purpose, the method was used in an
industry case study (engine control unit for thermo management with 63 requirements
and corresponding dependency matrix). Data from the development project were used to
quantitatively evaluate the success criteria to ensure usability and quality of results. The
degree of fulfillment of the remaining success criteria was determined with four indus-
trial pilot users. Besides the two case studies mentioned before, pilot application of the
method was carried out for two additional industrial projects (redesign of engine control
unit and platform for engineering data). Feedback is gathered in eleven workshops (cf.
Appendix B; workshops are labelled W1 . . . W11) as well as using questionnaires and
conducting interviews. The research methodology is displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Research methodology.

3. Method for Proactive Management of Requirement Changes

Within this Section, the ProMaRC method is introduced. First, the success criteria to
guide development and evaluation of the method are defined (cf. Section 3.1). Second, the
ProMaRC method is explained in detail. It consists of the two major steps, change risk
assessment (cf. Section 3.2) and selection of proactive measures (cf. Section 3.3). Lastly, the
software prototype to support application of the method is presented (cf. Section 3.4).

3.1. Success Criteria for the Method

Success criteria are defined to direct the development of the method and enable its
evaluation. To ensure validity of criteria, insights from preliminary research project (c.f.
Section 2) as well as literature findings [2,13,23,30] are used as a basis. As part of the
preliminary study, an initial version of ProMaRC was implemented as a software prototype
and used in three industrial case study development projects. Feedback was gathered
using a questionnaire and interviews with industry practitioners. For this research, an
initial list of success criteria was derived from the findings and discussed in two workshops
with eight industry experts (head of department, two project leaders, team leader, process
owner, subject matter expert, requirements engineer and a developer) from a leading
engineering service provider. The first workshop was focused on completeness [W1] and
second workshop on priority and refinement [W2]. As a result, a list of 14 success criteria is
defined (cf. Table 1).
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Table 1. Success criteria (SC).

Input Application

SC-1: Processability of interdisciplinary requirements SC-8: Easy to use

SC-2: Processability of high number of requirements SC-9: Availability of required software

SC-3: Processability of regular form of documentation SC-10: Early availability of
required tinformation

Method SC-10: Generic applicability

SC-4: Analysis of change propagation SC-11: Acceptable application effort

SC-5: Analysis of exogenous and endogenous
change likelihood SC-12: Generic applicability

SC-6: Analysis of collective change impact Output

SC-7: Selection of requirement specific
proactive measures SC-13: Reusability of database

SC = Success Criteria SC-14: Sufficient accuracy for intended
use cases

3.2. Change Risk Assessment

Change risk assessment builds the core of ProMaRC. It follows a three-step approach:
requirement dependency analysis, change impact assessment and change likelihood assess-
ment. Whereas the steps impact assessment and likelihood assessment are required for risk
determination, the dependency analysis is added as a separate step due to its importance.
It builds the basis for both follow-up assessments and has a strong influence on application
effort and accuracy of results.

3.2.1. Requirement Dependency Analysis

To find the most promising approach for requirement dependency analysis, different
alternatives are tested.

First, a manual approach was used as part of the preliminary study. A key disadvan-
tage of manual approaches is an exponential growth of application effort per requirement
due to pairwise analysis procedure. This makes them unsuitable for requirement sets
with about 30 requirements or more. To solve this issue, requirements were assigned to
categories (for instance, main features [47]), for which generic dependencies are identified
beforehand. Although the exponential growth is removed, evaluation with industry experts
still includes criticism of application effort for assignment of each requirement to a category.
The generalization of this approach led to a reduced accuracy of results [14].

The second approach tested was based on an ontology. As proposed by [48], require-
ments are assigned to ontology elements, which are defined and connected by experts in
advance. Assignment can be carried out manually or automatically, for example by means
of machine learning. Manual assignment has equal disadvantages as the first approach.
Automated assignment solves the disadvantage and seemed promising. However, discus-
sion with industry experts indicated, that the experts’ insufficient system understanding
in early development stages limits the completeness and accuracy of the ontology itself.
To identify a different approach, a literature study was conducted on potential solution
classes [49].

Considering previous findings, a natural language processing approach based on
machine learning techniques for dependency analysis was selected as a third approach to
be tested. This enables a fully automated dependency analysis without expert knowledge
needed. Since semantic similarity analysis (for instance [10]) might miss dependencies (for
instance, synonyms or physical effects) and is not able to differentiate dependency types
(indicator for propagation behavior), an approach for content-based dependency analysis
is used. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) learns from
contextual relationships of words within text corpuses and enables such content-based
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analysis as well as a differentiation of dependency types [50]. To assess performance of
BERT, it was compared with the following approaches commonly used as performance
benchmarks: Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
as well as Recurrent Neural Network (RNN).

As a database for comparison, the case study data from intelligent articulated robot
arm was used (80/20 training to validation set). Criteria for comparison are Precision, Re-
call, F1-Score and the Receiver Operating Characteristic Area Under the Curve (ROC_AUC).
Precision (positive predictive value) near 1 indicate reliable models. Recall (true positive
rate) close to 1 indicate the recognition of relevant elements. The F1-Score is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall. It measures the extent to which the classes are distributed in a
balanced manner and indicates accuracy of the model. ROC_AUC measures performance
of a classifier and observes the relationship between true positive rate and false positive
rate. This metric is often used to evaluate unbalanced data. Values close to 1 are considered
reliable [51].

To ensure significance of the results, comparison criteria needed to be viewed macro
averaged (equal weight on all classes). This is necessary since the dataset is unbalanced
and has a major class (“none”) and several minor classes (dependency types such as
“requires”). Using random oversampling and class weighted as standard data augmentation
approaches, BERT outperforms the other models (cf. Table 2).

Table 2. Comparison of the results for detecting requirement dependencies (random oversampling).

Criteria MLR SVM RNN BERT

Precision (macro avg.) 20.47% 24.00% 22.07% 54.10%
Recall (macro avg.) 21.30% 23.43% 60.92% 56.98%

F1 (macro avg.) 6.29% 23.92% 22.92% 55.12%
ROC_AUC (w. avg.) 0.64 0.74 0.81 0.93

Precision, Recall and F1 values of BERT are good in terms of a multi-class classification
problem and ROC_AUC is close to the optimum. Therefore, BERT is used for dependency
analysis (cf. Figure 3). Before dependency analysis itself can be conducted, data prepro-
cessing is required to transform requirement data into the required form (vectors). Then,
classification of requirement dependencies is implemented by means of a BERT model. The
model is based on a generic pretrained model and fine-tuned for the intended task. As a
last step, the dependency data are transformed into common data formats (for instance,
csv files) for further usage.

Figure 3. Overview of the steps for requirement dependency analysis.

Pre-Training and Context-Specific Fine-Tuning

In order to train encoder-decoder models such as BERT, two different types of training
are needed: pre-training and context specific fine-tuning. Pre-training is carried out with
large amounts of textual data (for instance, from Wikipedia and book corpora). The aim
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is to train the model to identify contextual related text data [52]. Pre-trained models are
generic and can be used from open source databases (in this case hugging [53]).

After pre-training, the model is fine-tuned to the individual task and context. For
dependency analysis, a classification layer is put on top of the transformer output, to
enable BERT to determine predefined (dependency) classes. Fine-tuning is carried out in
a supervised manner with labelled text dataset (case study data on intelligent articulated
robot arm). The same as for comparison, requirement data were artificially enhanced
using random selection and weighted by classes for data augmentation to compensate
imbalances in the dataset. After fine-tuning, a task and context specific BERT model is
usable for dependency analysis.

Data Preprocessing

To transform requirement data into a suitable data format for dependency analysis,
data preprocessing is required. Input data (textual requirement descriptions) need to be
cleaned and transformed into a mathematical representation (vectors). First, requirements
are formed into an ongoing text of two input requirements (text field) added by a dummy
label (label field). The dummy labels will later be changed into a dependency type. Then,
requirement text is tokenized—splitting the sentence into single words and categorizing
them (stop word vs. content word). To do so, the BERT tokenizer was used [54]. Finally,
the text data can be transformed into a vector representation and used as input for the
BERT model.

Classification of Dependencies

To identify dependencies, the preprocessed input data are analyzed with fine-tuned
BERT model. Its task is to determine the estimated dependency type between two require-
ments. To indicate the propagation behavior, the dependency types “refines”, “refined by”,
“requires” and “required” are significant [55]. For this reason, these four types are classified.
Classification is carried out fully automated. The result is a dataset of the requirement text
and their estimated dependency type.

Transformation of Results

For further usage of dependency information, the output of the BERT model needs to
be transformed into a suitable data format—such as xls or ReqIF. The most suitable data
format is dependent from the intended use. In this case, a list of the requirements and
their classified dependency type is created in xls data format, which can be used for impact
assessment and change management.

3.2.2. Requirement Change Impact Assessment

For requirement change impact assessment, the influencing factors need to be differ-
entiated (cf. Figure 4). The starting point is an initial change request from an exogenous
change initiator (for instance, a customer). Implementing this change leads to an impact
directly associated with changing the affected requirement (local change impact), but also
sends out subsequent change impulses to other requirements (consecutive change effects).
Those exist due to requirement dependencies and need to be implemented to ensure consis-
tency and validity of the requirement set. Usually, changes caused by consecutive effects
are referred to as change propagation [5,7,9]. By adding up the local change impact of
all requirements on a propagation path, the collective change impact of the initial change
request can be assessed [55].

To assess the collective change impact, the consecutive effects are determined first (cf.
Figure 5). This is implemented automatically based on the results from the dependency
analysis. Dependencies are weighted by their type to indicate propagation behavior and
requirements are weighted by priority to indicate local change impact. As a second step, the
weighted requirement network is analyzed by means of a modified PageRank algorithm to
identify critical requirements. Those are selected and evaluated regarding collective change
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impact manually by experts as a last step. In the following, the three steps to assess the
change impact are explained in detail.

Figure 4. Basic elements of change impact analysis [55].

Figure 5. Overview of the steps for assessment of requirement change impact.

Weighting of Dependencies and Requirements

The weighting of dependencies and requirements is carried out in two steps. First, the
dependencies are weighted to estimate the consecutive effects of a change in requirements.
Then, the requirements are weighted based on the expected local effects.

The evaluation of the consecutive effects of a requirement change is based on the prop-
agation behavior of a certain requirement dependency. The existence of a dependency is a
prerequisite and determines whether a requirement can be affected by the original change.
The type of dependency indicates the propagation behavior between two requirements.
In order to identify dependencies which can lead to a change propagation, dependency
types from existing reference models [56–58] are considered. Three categories are derived:
mandatory propagation, possible propagation and no propagation are classified.

The differentiation is based on previous studies on propagation behavior by depen-
dency type [59,60]. Since those were made in the context of software development, the
validity for interdisciplinary systems was checked based on a requirement set of an exam-
ple system (drone). Starting with the assumption that all dependencies have mandatory
propagation behavior, this assumption tried to be falsified for each dependency type by
finding exemplary constellations without mandatory propagation. This was repeated for
not mandatory propagation. The results were consistent with the findings from software de-
velopment, so that the following categorization of dependency types was used to evaluate
the consecutive effects of a requirement change:

• Mandatory propagation behavior: requires, is required by and is refined by
• Not mandatory propagation behavior: positive/negative correlation
• No propagation behavior: refines, cost and value

The weighting of the dependency types of a category is based on the propagation
likelihood. For the category mandatory propagation this is 100% (weighting = 1) and for
the category no propagation this is 0% (weighting = 0). The weighting of the category not
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mandatory propagation can be determined context specifically depending on risk affinity
or static data on the propagation likelihood. As an example, a weighting of 0.5 is used.

The categorization of the dependencies according to propagation behavior is used to
weight the edges in the requirement network and thus to enable a statement about the con-
secutive effects (cf. Figure 6). Compared to existing approaches with binary differentiation
regarding the existence of a dependency, the differentiation of the dependency types allows
a more precise evaluation. The result of this step is weighted edges in the requirement
network as an indicator for consecutive effects of a requirement change.

Figure 6. Weighting of dependencies (edges) and requirements (nodes) within the requirement network.

Using the weighted edges (dependencies) in the requirement network, propagation
paths can be identified and the requirements lying on them can be examined with regard
to local change effects. Predictions about the local effects are used to weight the nodes
in the requirement network (cf. Figure 6). The requirement priority was selected as
an indicator for the local effects of a requirement change. The priority allows one to
conclude the significance for project success and has two advantages: high availability in
the requirements data and ability to be evaluated automatically. The alternative is a manual
rating by experts. Presumably this leads to higher accuracy but causes high application
effort, since every requirement need to be rated individually. Within the preliminary
study, manual rating was judged by users to be too time-consuming for industrial practice.
Therefore, the requirement priority is used.

Depending on the company-specific prioritization scheme, weighting factors can be
defined. Since many prioritization schemes follow a threefold structure (for instance, en-
thusiasm characteristic, performance characteristic and basic characteristic) [61], a differen-
tiation into high (weighting = 3), medium (weighting = 2) and low priority (weighting = 1)
is used as an example. The result of this step is weighted nodes in the requirement network
as an indicator for local effects of a change.

Analysis of Requirement Network

The weighted requirement network is evaluated automatically regarding expected
change impact. Critical requirements are selected. Evaluation of the requirement network
is based on the PageRank algorithm [55] (based on [62,63]). Context-specific adaptation of
the original PageRank algorithm is required to account for the weighting of dependencies
and requirement as well as the direction of dependencies. For impact analysis, only the
outgoing dependencies of a requirement are relevant, since only such dependencies can be
used for change propagation.

The basic PageRank function is the efficient analysis of dependencies in big networks.
The aim is to determine a ranking as a statement about the connectivity of an element
within the network. The original functionality of the PageRank algorithm according to
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BRIN and PAGE [64] is an iterative adjustment of the connectivity value of an element PR(x)
based on outgoing and incoming dependencies. The iterative calculation is terminated
as soon as the connectivity values are stable. The computational logic of the PageRank
algorithm was developed to determine a ranking of results for web search engines [64]
and is highly efficient in analyzing a large number of network elements while considering
higher order dependencies. Thus, the algorithm solves the problem of existing solution
approaches, which have an exponential increase in required processing effort per network
element added [63].

For the modified PageRank algorithm (cf. Equation (1)), the weighting of the depen-
dency vij between two requirements ri and rj is considered in a first step. The number
of incoming dependencies Ein

i and outgoing dependencies Eout
i of a requirement ri is also

considered unchanged. As an initial value for the iterative adaptation, an equal weighting
of the requirements is assumed 1

n , where n is the total number of requirements in the
network. In addition, a damping factor d [0; 1] is required to resolve infinite loops in
circular dependencies. The damping factor specifies the likelihood with which random
propagation occurs. In terms of content, this can be justified by the uncertainty whether
all existing dependencies are detected during the dependency analysis. The more exact
the results of the dependency analysis are, the smaller the difference is to d = 1. In this
context, d = 0.85 has been shown to be robust [63]. The equation for the modified page
rank of a requirement is as follows:

PR(ri) =
1 − d

n
+ d ∑rj∈Ein

i
(∑rk∈Eout

j

PR
(
rj
)

vkj
) (1)

To evaluate the impact of a requirement change, the equation must be adapted to the
direction of the dependencies as well as the weighting of a requirement in a second step. The
weighted Active Rank ARw(ri) is introduced as a new characteristic value (cf. Equation (2)).
In contrast to the original PageRank algorithm, the outgoing dependencies and not the
incoming dependencies are meaningful for propagation. Taking this into account, Ein

i and
Eout

i are swapped in the equation. The occurrence of local change effects (weight of a
requirement) depends on the propagation likelihood (weight of a dependency). Therefore,
the specific weighting of a requirement P

(
rj
)

is multiplied by the specific weighting of the
dependency vij. This results in the following equation for the weighted Active Rank of
a requirement:

ARw(ri) =
1 − d

n
+ d ∑rj∈Eout

i
(∑rk∈Ein

j

ARw
(
rj
)

P(rk) · vkj
) (2)

After the analysis, the requirements are ranked in descending order. The higher the
rank, the greater the expected change impact.

The selection of critical requirements is based on the requirement’s weighted Active
Rank (cf. Figure 7). Depending on the context, different approaches can be suitable.
Essentially, a distinction can be made between a threshold value and a predefined number
of critical requirements. When using a threshold value, all requirements are categorized as
critical for which ARw(ri) ≥ SK applies. SK is determined individually depending on the
risk affinity. In the case of extensive requirement sets, methods such as the Top-10 method
[Pohl and Rupp 2021, p. 118 f.] can also be used to limit the application effort, in which
only the 10 requirements with the highest ARw(ri) are categorized as critical.

In addition to the selection based on the weighted Active Rank, users and subject
matter experts have the option of classifying requirements as critical for individual reasons.
This is useful, for example, if experience indicate a need for change with regard to a
requirement or if a significant change impact is expected despite low connectivity.
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Figure 7. Analysis of the requirement network to select critical requirements.

Expert Evaluation of the Collective Change Impact of a Requirement

The analysis of the requirement network serves the complete evaluation of change
effects of all requirements as well as the selection of critical requirements. This selection is
necessary to reduce the application effort for the expert evaluation of the collective change
impact to a practical level. The collective impact cannot be evaluated automatically, since
a consideration of the requirement content is just as necessary as the inclusion of context-
specific influencing variables (for instance, enterprise structure, contractual agreements or
restrictions from the product lifecycle stage realization/production).

Both the results of the analysis of the requirement network and an additional guideline
for identifying affected development activities are used for determination of the collective
change impact of a requirement (cf. Figure 8). The guideline was developed based on the
systems engineering process landscape [65] and includes all activities potentially affected by
a change. This ensures completeness of the analysis and reduces subjectivity of assessment.
Both completeness and subjectivity of assessment are shortcomings of existing methods,
as users are not supported in their assessment. The guideline is structured according
to four categories: architecture and design, integration and implementation, verification
and validation and other. Since requirements management processes are always affected
by a requirement change, this category has not been listed. Each category is assigned a
superordinate question (“Does a change of this requirement affect this category?”) and
detailed questions that can be used to differentiate the impact towards specific development
activities (cf. Appendix B). To ensure general practicability of the guideline, it was discussed
with three industry representatives [workshop W7] and judged to be complete and suitable
for practical use.

Figure 8. Functional layout of the collective change impact assessment.
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3.2.3. Requirement Change Likelihood

Requirement change likelihood is composed of the exogenous and endogenous change
likelihood (cf. Figure 9). Exogenous change initiators trigger an initial requirement change.
Those are not related to requirement interplay and come from outside the requirement set.
Endogenous changes can only occur after an initial change was triggered and originate
from the propagation effects between requirements [14].

Figure 9. Overview of exogenous and endogenous change causes [14].

To determine the requirement change likelihood, exogenous and endogenous change
likelihood are calculated and merged towards the overall change likelihood (cf. Figure 10).
To calculate the exogenous change likelihood, historical change data are analyzed. To ensure
the validity of historical change data for the requirements set at hand, they are narrowed
down to equivalent circumstances. This is implemented by the manual assignment of
relevant change initiators as well as reference projects with similar characteristics. The
endogenous change likelihood can be calculated based on the requirement dependencies
and their propagation behavior. This step is fully automated and based on a modified
PageRank algorithm. In the following, the three steps to calculate exogenous, endogenous
and overall change likelihood are explained in detail.

Figure 10. Overview of steps for the assessment of requirement change likelihood.
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Exogenous Change Likelihood

Exogenous changes are triggered from outside the requirement set. Therefore, it is
necessary to assess how likely a change of a certain requirement will receive a change
impulse by an environmental factor. At first, environmental factors need to be identified
that can potentially send out a change impulse. In the following, those environmental
factors are called change initiators. Second, it needs to be assessed how likely a change
impulse will be sent out by a change initiator. Historical data on the number of requirement
changes triggered by an initiator are seen as the best indicator for this. Still, this cannot be
used to determine an absolute change likelihood, since this is influenced by many context
specific factors (for instance, type of change impulse or available resolution alternatives for
a change impulse). It is also not valid to forward the change likelihood from an initiator
to all assigned requirements due to conditional probability. In consequence, the aim is to
calculate a characteristic value for the exogenous change likelihood, which indicates, how
strong a requirement is affected by exogenous change impulses.

1. Assigning requirements to change initiators

The first step is to identify change initiators, where an initial change impulse addressed
to a certain requirement can come from. Studies differentiate five areas of exogenous change
initiators: external market, customer organization, project vision, requirement specification
and solution [13,66]. In discussion with practitioners those are judged as too generic and
therefore are further detailed into 13 initiators (based on [67]):

• external market: politics (such as regulations), suppliers (such as market stability) and
market including further stakeholders (such as response to competitors),

• customer organization(s): customer (such as strategy) and customer organizational
structure (such as reorganization or hardware/software changes),

• project vision: business case (such as cost overrun), technology (such as new opportu-
nity) and knowledge (such as a new stakeholder),

• requirement specification (such as increased understanding): requirements engineer
and project leader,

• solution (such as design improvement): software development, hardware develop-
ment and production.

Based on the requirement’s source and content, relevant initiators from which a change
impulse can be sent out are manually assigned to requirements by experts. To reduce the
application effort, this can be carried out for sections of related requirements (e.g., require-
ments on a certain system component) and automatically transferred to requirements of
this section.

2. Selecting reference projects

After relevant change initiators are assigned to the requirements, historical change
data—number of changes differentiated by initiator—from development projects with
equivalent circumstances (reference projects) are analyzed. The goal is to increase the
significance of considered data for the requirements investigated. To identify reference
projects, twelve project characteristics as well as a short project descriptions are captured
and compared. Exemplary characteristics are degree of novelty, type of customer (new
or stock customer) and complexity of the system (cf. Appendix E). Selection of project
characteristics considered availability of required information at the project start and
influence on change initiators. Capturing of characteristics and selection of reference
projects are carried out manually by experts.

3. Calculating exogenous change likelihood

To calculate the exogenous change likelihood, historical change data from all reference
projects are merged. Then, the number or changes from relevant change initiators are
added up for each requirement. Divided by the overall number of changes, the exogenous
change likelihood is derived (c.f. Equations (3) and (4)).
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P∗exogenous(ri) =
∑ number o f changes f rom relevant change initiators o f a requirement

number o f changes
(3)

0 ≤ P∗exogenous(ri) ≤
number o f exogenous changes

number o f changes
≤ 1 (4)

P∗exogenous(ri) is a characteristic value for the exogenous change likelihood and does
not equate an absolute likelihood. The higher the value, the higher the likelihood of a
requirement change triggered by an exogenous change initiator.

Endogenous Change Likelihood

Endogenous changes are triggered by change propagation within the requirement
network. Therefore, a measure based on a requirement’s connectivity in terms of change
propagation is needed. Connectivity can be assessed in two alternative ways: step by step
analysis of single propagation paths or holistic analysis of the requirement set. Path specific
analysis can be carried out based on De Morgan’s laws [68]. It requires to determine
the likelihood of a requirement change caused by propagation for each path and each
requirement one by one. Although this method is accurate, it requires too much processing
power for extensive requirement sets. Therefore, a holistic analysis is preferred. This can be
carried out based on a the previously introduced modified PageRank algorithm in a very
efficient manner, even for extensive requirement sets. In difference to the Active Rank for
impact analysis (c.f. Equation (5)), which is calculated based on outgoing dependencies, a
Passive Rank is needed to indicate the endogenous change likelihood. This is achieved by
considering the incoming dependencies—mathematically by keeping the signs equally to
the original PageRank.

PR(ri) =
1 − d

n
+ d ∑rj∈Ein

i
(∑rk∈Eout

j

PR
(
rj
)

vkj
) (5)

To derive a likelihood distribution, the Passive Rank is normed following the random
surfer principle [63,64]. Each requirement’s Passive Rank is divided by the maximum
Passive Rank (cf. Equation (6)).

PR′(ri) =
PR(ri)

max(PR)
(6)

To relate the endogenous change likelihood to the exogenous change likelihood
P∗exogen, i, the normed Passive Rank is multiplied with the quotient of endogenous changes
from all changes (cf. Equations (7) and (8).

P∗endogenous(ri) = PR′(ri) ·
number o f endogenous changes

number o f changes
(7)

0 ≤ P∗endogenous(ri) ≤
number o f endogenous change

number o f changes
≤ 1 (8)

Similar to the exogenous change likelihood the P∗endogen(ri) is a characteristic value for
the endogenous change likelihood and does not equate an absolute likelihood. The higher the
value, the higher the likelihood of a requirement change triggered by change propagation.

Requirement Change Likelihood

Instead of an absolute likelihood value, the number of expected changes of a require-
ment is used as the key indicator for the requirement change likelihood. An absolute
likelihood is limited to a statement about how likely a requirement change occurs in the
course of the project. Since requirements often change multiple times, the number of ex-
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pected changes is considered more helpful for decisions on proactive measures. To calculate
the number of expected changes, the characteristic values for exogenous and endogenous
change likelihood are used. P∗exogen(ri) and P∗endogen(ri) indicate how strong a requirement
is affected by exogenous or endogenous change impulses. Their value range is as follows:

0 ≤ P∗exogenous(ri) + P∗endogenous(ri) ≤ 1 (9)

To determine the number of expected changes Echanges(ri), the average number of
changes per requirement is derived from the change history of reference projects as a
first step:

µchanges =
number o f changes

number o f requirements
(10)

0 ≤ µchanges < ∞ (11)

µchanges is used as a baseline on which P∗exogen(ri) and P∗endogen(ri) are applied to lower
or raise the number of expected changes. For this purpose, the following assumptions
are made:

Assumption 1: The characteristic values for exogenous (P∗exogenous(ri)) and endogenous
(P∗endogenous(ri)) change likelihood are proportional to the number of expected changes
Echanges(ri): the higher P∗total(ri) = P∗exogenous(ri) + P∗endogenous(ri) the higher Echanges(ri). If
P∗total(ri) equals the expectation value µIndicator, Echanges(ri) equals µchanges .

µIndicator =
∑ P∗exogenous(ri) + P∗endogenous(ri)

number o f requirements o f this project
(12)

Echanges(ri, P∗total) =
µchanges

µindicator
· P∗total(ri) (13)

Assumption 2: linear dependency between P∗total and the number of expected changes
per requirement Echanges(ri). According to the value of Echanges(ri) the number of expected
changes of a requirement in the course of the project.

The expected number of requirement changes Echanges is considered as the requirement
change likelihood. If Echanges(ri) = 1.2 the requirement ri is expected to change 1.2 times
in the course of the project. If Echanges(ri) = 0.8 the requirement ri is expected to be more
likely to change in the course of the project than not to change. To simplify interpretation
in industrial practice, the following categories are defined (cf. Table 3).

Table 3. Change likelihood categories.

Expected Number of Requirement Changes Change Likelihood

Echanges(ri) ≤ 0.25 Low—less than 0.25 changes are expected for
this requirement

0.25 < Echanges(ri) ≤ 0.75 Medium—between 0.25 and 0.75 changes are
expected for this requirement

0.75 < Echanges(ri) ≤ 1 High—between 0.75 and 1 changes are
expected for this requirement

1 < Echanges(ri)
very high—more than one change is expected

for this requirement

Based on the change likelihood and impact, the overall change risk of requirements is
derived. The change risk is used to select necessary and risk specific measures.

3.3. Selection of Proactive Measures

The method for selection of proactive measures is carried out in three steps (cf.
Figure 11). First, the requirements are prioritized on the basis of a risk portfolio and
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a requirements profile with risk parameters is created. Then, each requirement is assigned
an action strategy and associated proposed measures. From these, the users select the
preferred proactive action and implement it as part of higher-level change management.

Figure 11. Overview of steps for the selection of proactive measures.

3.3.1. Prioritizing Requirements

A risk portfolio with the dimensions likelihood of change and change impact through
propagation is used to prioritize the requirements (cf. Figure 12). A risk portfolio as
a prioritization technique was chosen because it is common in practice, can be easily
interpreted and used for company-wide communication, and allows a relative comparison
between requirements [workshop W4].

Figure 12. Requirement change risk portfolio with action strategies (cf. [69]).

In deviation from a conventional risk portfolio, a third aspect was added: collective
change impact is represented by the diameter of a requirement. The third dimension
is required to represent the requirement set completely and showing all results from
risk assessment at the same time. Whereas the change likelihood is determined for all
requirements, collective change impact is only evaluated for critical requirements (cf.
Section 3.2.2). Hence, propagation impact is used for risk portfolio dimension.

To prioritize the requirements, a threshold value is defined for each portfolio dimen-
sion. Based on the threshold values, the portfolio is divided into four quadrants, which
are assigned a risk category (high, medium and low). The requirements are categorized
and prioritized according to the associated quadrant. The threshold values can be adjusted
depending on the risk affinity. As default, average values are used.

3.3.2. Definition of an Action Strategy

Based on the risk portfolio, an action strategy is defined for each requirement. Four
action strategies are differentiated: avoidance, transfer, reduction and acceptance [27].
Proactive measures are assigned to an action strategy based on the intended effect [69]:

• Avoidance: eliminating the likelihood of occurrence (e.g., rejecting an order or change
requests [12]).
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• Reduction: mitigating the likelihood of occurrence or impact (e.g., securing a require-
ments specification with the stakeholder [39] or agreeing on effort constraints [70])

• Transfer: Sharing or transferring the change impact (e.g., insuring or contractually
passing on the change costs to clients [71]).

• Acceptance: No action and no effect.

Depending on the risk category of a requirement, the action strategies are suggested.

3.3.3. Selection of Proactive Measure

As there is no previous research on context-specific proactive action measures for
requirement changes so far (cf. Section 1), an overview of context-specific measures is
developed (cf. Figure 13). To do so, measures from other contexts (especially change
and risk management) were transferred and adapted (for instance from [23,39,40,70–72]).
Within a workshop with industry experts (2 h; 3 participants: head of department, require-
ments engineer and process owner) the results were checked for suitability and enriched.
Nevertheless, the overview is to be understood as a reference list for which no claim is
made to completeness and which can be adapted as needed. Action strategy and target
value are used for the differentiation of the measures. In addition, it is indicated whether
the measures address the change risk of an individual requirement or the requirement set.

Figure 13. Overview of proactive measures for requirement change risk management.

To support the selection of suitable measures, a recommender mechanism is imple-
mented. It highlights and ranks all measures that are assigned to the requirement’s risk
category. Their ranking is determined by how frequently it was selected in past applications.
Thus, context-specific influencing factors (for instance, feasibility, cost–benefit ratio and re-
sponsibilities) are considered. Based on the proposed ranking of the measures, the selection
of the proactive measure(s) to be implemented is made by the users. Selection is carried
out manually, since availability and expected effect depends on the application context and
cannot be adequately estimated by the recommender mechanism. Implementation and
monitoring of measures is carried out as part of the superordinate change management
process and not further supported by ProMaRC.

3.4. Software Prototype

ProMaRC is implemented in a software prototype using Python. The graphical user
interface (GUI) is implemented via Python extension PyQT 6 [73]. The requirement depen-
dency analysis is implemented using the Python extension huggingface/transformers for
functionality regarding BERT models [53] and Scikit-learn for preprocessing requirements
for classification [74]. The underlying database is the PyQT implementation of SQLite [73].
The workflow within the prototype consists of seven steps (cf. Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Workflow within the ProMaRC tool.

Workflow: First, a development project has to be created (Step 1). A project is used as a
container for a requirement list and extends it with metadata (project name and description)
and project characteristics (cf. Appendix E). Using the GUI, users can switch between
different views to display specific information: requirements table, dependency table,
project database, impact analysis view and risk portfolio.

Second, the requirements list has to be imported for the respective project (Step 2).
Entries in the requirements list initially have the attributes ID, description and type (heading
or requirement—headings are frequently used in industrial practice to group requirements).
Requirements and their attributes are displayed within the requirements table.

To perform the dependency analysis (cf. Section 3.2.1), a BERT model must be selected
(Step 3). After the dependencies have been classified, they can be viewed in the dependency
table. Dependencies consist of the attributes’ ID and descriptions of the considered require-
ments as well as the dependency type. In the dependency table the user has the possibility
to edit detected dependency types. In addition, the dependencies can be exported to use
them as ground truth data for fine-tuning BERT models. Using requirement dependen-
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cies, the Active Rank of the requirements is calculated and is assigned as an attribute to
respective requirements.

As a precondition for determining the impact and likelihood of requirement changes,
dependencies must be known. The order of performing change impact or change likelihood
assessment is interchangeable. In the impact analysis view (cf. Section 3.2.2), the user
is shown the requirements sorted by Active Rank (Step 4) to enable prioritization for
manual assessment. For manual assessment of change impact, the expert guideline and
the dependent requirements of the requirement under consideration are illustrated. The
dependent requirements are illustrated as a tree structure for handling complexity. By
expanding the requirement, the respective dependent requirements are displayed. After
assessment of impact dimensions, the change impact is calculated and assigned as an
attribute. The user is able to adjust the proposed change impact using a slider.

To calculate the change likelihood (cf. Section 3.2.3), reference projects must be defined
first (Step 5). These are selected in the project database view. Then, the user has to select
exogenous change initiators for the requirements that potentially lead to a change of a
certain requirement. To reduce application effort, the user has the possibility to define
the initiators per requirement or per heading (selection is inherited to all requirements
assigned). Then, change likelihood is calculated. Endogenous and exogenous change
likelihood as well as the expected number of changes of each requirement are assigned.

In the risk portfolio, the requirements are displayed to the user in a graph (Step 6).
The Active Rank of the requirements is plotted on the abscissa and the expected number of
changes per requirement on the ordinate. If collective impact analysis has been performed
for a requirement represented by a circle in the graph, the diameter of the circle is scaled
proportionally to the value of impact assessment. Requirements that are interconnected
with many requirements have a high likelihood of change. High change impact are placed
in the portfolio on the upper right side. By clicking on the requirement, the respective
requirement is highlighted in a requirements table in the upper section of the risk portfolio
view. The user can select a proactive measure based on the risk figures. These figures are
visualized in the graph or displayed as attribute values in the requirements table. Proactive
measures are proposed to the user based on the specific risk characteristics. These are
change impact and expected number of requirement changes. Users can either choose
between the recommended measures or between all measures. The selected proactive
measure is passed as an attribute to the requirement.

Finally, the user can export the results of ProMaRC in a risk report (Step 7). This
document contains a table, which includes the determined attributes for the requirements:
active rank, expected number of changes, change impact and selected proactive measure.

To increase usability, additional material was provided. One the one hand, a manual
was created. It contains the workflow as well as theoretical background, glossary and an
overview of frequently asked questions. On the other hand, a video tutorial was recorded
(45 Minutes), explaining basic functionality and usage of the software prototype.

4. Evaluation

The evaluation concept is based on the DRM and differentiates support evaluation,
application evaluation and success evaluation [46]. Support evaluation investigates the
fulfillment of the user needs on a conceptual and functional level parallel to development.
Application evaluation is focused on applicability and usability of the method in the
intended application context: the proactive management of requirement changes. Success
evaluation aims to assess the usefulness of the method.

4.1. Support Evaluation

Support evaluation targets the conceptual level of the method. Accordingly, success
criteria 4 to 7 are investigated. Fulfillment was evaluated by the following procedure: First,
the correct functionality was checked internally, using the data from the articulated robot
arm case example (cf. Figure 15). For this purpose, the methods were implemented in the
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software prototype (cf. Section 3.4) and the results were compared with a manual method
application. Inconsistencies and false assumptions could be corrected before the integration
of industrial users.

Figure 15. Articulated robot arm with case study data.

Second, the method was presented and discussed on a conceptual level in digital work-
shops with industry experts (cf. Section 2). During each workshop a specific functionality
was demonstrated using the software prototype. Then, the fulfillment of requirements was
evaluated by the industry experts. The following four aspects were classified by the users
as fulfilled, partially fulfilled or not fulfilled: acceptable application effort, availability of
required information, reusability in similar product development projects and expected
quality of the results (comprehensible and sufficiently accurate). If the reusability had no
relevance for the method, it was neglected. In addition, unconsidered error sources and
influencing factors were discussed in order to uncover previously unrecognized influence
factors or errors.

The final step was testing. Industry experts used the prototype in the application
context to identify necessary adaptations of the method. If adaptations were required, the
validation steps were repeated. The results of the validation during development for each
requirement are explained below.

This approach was used in order to receive feedback from industry experts as early as
possible and align further development activities accordingly.

4.1.1. Success Criteria SC-4: Analysis of Change Propagation
Internal Functional Testing

For the internal functional test of dependency analysis, a dataset was built (case study
articulated robot arm). The dataset consisted of 145 requirements and a manually created
dependency matrix with 21.025 entries. The dependency type was differentiated in the
dependency matrix as an indicator for propagation behavior. For testing, the dataset was
divided into a test set and training set: 80% training data and 20% test data. Since no fully
objective data on dependencies exist, the systematic assessment of experts involved in
system development is assumed to be ground truth data quality. Therefore, the dataset was
created by the developer of the articulated robot arm.

Next, the four solution classes identified in the literature review were implemented
as an algorithm. These are refines, is refined by, requires and is required by. Since not all
approaches are able to differentiate the dependency types, individual statistical classifiers
were used to evaluate the quality of the results.

Comparing the solution classes, the dataset was analyzed with all algorithms and
the performance was compared. For this purpose, the metrics precision, recall, F1 and
ROC_AUC were determined (cf. Table 2).

The evaluation shows that the BERT approach produces the best results. Therefore,
this approach was favored. Due to the high computational effort (for instance, compared to
LSTM), the decision was made in consultation with the industry representatives [W10].
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Validation Workshops with Industry Users [W8, 10 and 11]

Due to the complexity of the dependency analysis method, the validation was performed
step by step in three workshops. First, the basic industrial suitability of AI-supported language
processing of requirements descriptions with respect to application effort and availability of
information was verified [W8]. Irrespective of the specific solution approach, the requirement
of partly extensive training data for training the machine learning models as well as the lack
of traceability were discussed. Both were considered acceptable.

After comparing the solution classes with respect to quality of results (cf. internal
function test), BERT was selected as the most promising approach in a second workshop
[W10]. As an alternative, the LSTM approach was explained, which achieves a lower
performance, but causes significantly less computational effort. Here, the performance
was rated as more important than the speed of the calculation by the industrial users. The
quality of the results was rated as fulfilled, since both the dependencies are recognized and
their type is differentiated. A result of the workshop was also that a differentiation between
types with coercive propagation is not necessary if a faster calculation of the dependencies
is made possible by the simplification.

In a final workshop, the learning mechanism of the dependency analysis was validated
[W11]. The industrial users rated the application effort as well as the availability of the
information as fulfilled and the continuous improvement of the quality of the results
as positive.

Validation result: SC-4 is fulfilled.

4.1.2. Success Criteria SC-5: Analysis of Exogenous and Endogenous Change Likelihood
Internal Function Test

The method for assessing the likelihood of occurrence of a change was validated in
three parts. First, the assessment of exogenous change likelihood was examined. Since the
categories of change initiators were derived from existing literature approaches, only an
internal functional test of the software functionalities (assignment of initiators, selection of
reference projects) was performed by comparison with manual calculation. The evaluation
of endogenous likelihood of change is based on the PageRank algorithm, so that only the
context-specific adjustments were checked for contextual correctness. For this purpose, test
datasets were analyzed and the evaluation was manually checked for plausibility: “Does
the determined rank correlate with the degree of interconnectedness and the dependency
direction?”. To check the correctness, the results of software analysis and manual analysis
were compared.

Validation Workshop with Industry Users [W9]

During the validation workshop, the aspects of acceptable application effort and
availability of information were assessed as fulfilled. The integration of historical projects
as reference projects and the associated recording of the causes of change were explicitly
included. The quality of the results was rated as partially fulfilled, as the traceability is
not completely guaranteed. As a suggestion for improvement, an explanation in the user
manual was recommended. The suggestion was implemented, so that the quality of the
results is ensured.

Validation result: SC-5 is fulfilled.

4.2. Success Criteria SC-6: Analysis of Collective Change Impact
Internal Functional Testing

The internal functional test of the impact analysis method had three focal points: vali-
dation of the impact model, estimation of the consecutive change effects in the requirement
network and estimation of the collective impact. The estimation of local effects was derived
from the generic systems engineering processes, whose validity was taken as given. For
this reason, no own validation of the processes was performed. The validation of the
impact assessment (cf. Figure 4) was performed by two scientific publications with blind
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peer-review [55]. The evaluation of the consecutive change effects is based on an adapted
PageRank algorithm, similar to the likelihood analysis. Here, the identical procedure
was chosen to ensure the mathematical correctness of the adjustments: The results of the
analysis of a test dataset were manually checked for plausibility. The final evaluation of
the collective change effects is a combined representation of the local effects and consec-
utive effects, so that for the validation its correct functionality in the software prototype
was ensured.

Validation Workshop with Industry Users [W8 and 10]

The validation with industry users took place in two workshops. In the first workshop
[W8], the quality of the results was checked: sufficient accuracy and comprehensibility.
Sufficient accuracy of the analysis was rated as fulfilled by the industry users. A ranking
of requirements according to the expected impact in the requirement network seemed
appropriate for selecting requirements for manual analysis. Analyzing traceability is hardly
possible when using PageRank algorithm, due to the high computational effort required.
Because of that, a path-specific analysis based on De Morgan’s laws [68] was presented as
an alternative. This offers better traceability for small sets of requirements, but due to the
long propagation paths this decreases sharply from the 3rd order of dependencies and for
more than ten requirements. In addition, the computational effort increases exponentially
with the number of requirements, resulting in long processing times. The industry users
rated the advantage in traceability as insignificant compared to the longer processing time
and the associated application effort. Instead, the deficit in comprehensibility was rated as
tolerable for the selected solution based on PageRank, since a minimal application effort
can be achieved. The availability of the required information was addressed in the second
workshop [W10] and assessed as fulfilled. While the evaluation of the consecutive effects
is fully automated, expert knowledge is required for the estimation of the effects. Due to
the possibility to involve subject matter experts for the questionnaire as needed, this was
rated as practical. In addition, the possibility to manually adjust the pre-calculated result
(cf. Section 3.4) was evaluated as advantageous to ensure sufficient accuracy.

Validation result: SC-6 is fulfilled.

4.3. Success Criteria SC-7: Selection of Requirement Specific Proactive Measures
Internal Functional Testing

For internal functional testing of the approach for the selection of proactive measures,
the focus was placed on the software functionalities since the measures and strategies
itself are derived from literature. For functional testing, both the representation in the
risk portfolio and the recommender mechanism were tested for consistency against a
manual selection.

Validation Workshop with Industry Users [W4, 5 and 11]

The validation with industry users took place in three workshops. In the first workshop
[W4], the risk portfolio was evaluated with regard to the quality of the results. Here, the
comprehensibility based on the axis labeling was rated as fulfilled and sufficient accuracy
(points with variable scope) as partially fulfilled. Potential for improvement was seen in
the complete representation of all requirements in the portfolio, since at this time only the
manually evaluated requirements were visualized.

In the second workshop [W5], the risk measures and the recommender mechanism
were validated. The risk measures were presented and enriched with suggestions from the
industry users or adapted in the wording. Subsequently, the sufficient accuracy was con-
firmed as fulfilled. Validation of the recommender mechanism was focused on application
effort and availability of the required information. The application effort was evaluated
as ideal, since only a selection based on suggestions has to be made. The availability of
information was also rated as fulfilled, since the users can retrieve detailed information on
the change risk through detailed views in the software prototype.
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In the third workshop [W11], the adapted risk portfolio and the recommender mecha-
nism were validated. In the risk portfolio, all requirements are visualized and the results
of the manual analysis were highlighted using color coding. After this adjustment, the
sufficient accuracy of the results was rated as fulfilled. For the recommender mechanism,
comprehensibility and sufficient accuracy were evaluated. The comprehensibility was
assessed as sufficient due to an explanation in the user manual. Sufficient accuracy was also
considered to be given, since only a tendency is determined through the use of historical
user data and experts still have the option of selecting a suitable risk measure from the
complete list.

Validation result: SC-7 is fulfilled.

4.4. Application Evaluation

As an overarching method for application evaluation, testing in an industrial context
with follow-up questionnaires and interviews was selected. Testing was carried out as part
of the case studies by pilot users from industry (cf. Section 2). According to ULRICH [41], it
is important to perform evaluation in the intended application context. Therefore, it was
carried out without additional support and based on real development data. To enable
pilot usage, the workshop demonstration (cf. Section 4.1) and additional information was
used (user guide and demonstration video).

Pilot users were selected based on their background and experience in requirements
engineering. To objectify pilot users’ assessment and reduce emotional biases, a question-
naire was used for initial evaluation. To enable in-depth feedback and evaluation aspects
beyond the questionnaire scope, this was followed by semi-structured interviews (30 to
45 min) with each pilot user. If necessary, complementary research methods are used for
evaluation of certain success criteria and explained in the respective section.

4.4.1. Input Success Criteria
Success Criterion SC-1: Processability of Interdisciplinary Requirements

Investigation as to whether requirements from different disciplines can be evaluated is
based on the interdisciplinary requirements set of the articulated-arm robot (cf. Section 2),
which also includes different specification levels. SC-1 is considered fulfilled if all steps of
the workflow (cf. Section 3.4) can be carried out without restriction.

Evaluation results: The application of the method for the requirement set of the
articulated-arm robot was carried out by means of the software prototype without errors.
This was also confirmed by pilot users from the industry. Since the dependency analysis is
data-based, the performance parameters were used to proof correct execution. Here, it was
shown that due to good performance (cf. Section 3.2.1 and SC-4) a correct execution between
requirements of the same and different disciplines can be assumed. The performance
parameters also lead to the assumption that the analysis is carried out correctly for the
analysis of requirements of different specification levels.

Validation result: SC-1 is fulfilled.

Success Criterion SC-2: Processability of High Number of Requirements

The processability of a high number of requirements is tested in two steps. First, it
was determined for which step the number of requirements influences feasibility. In this
case, required computing power for dependency analysis has to be tested. The other steps
are performed manually or based on the PageRank, which is proven to work efficiently
for large datasets [63,64]. Therefore, no limitation of the feasibility is to be expected. The
increasing application effort for manual activities is evaluated separately in the context
of SC-12.

In the second step, the dependency analysis was tested. For this purpose, the com-
putation time for a pair of requirements was determined. This is the key parameter, since
all requirement pairs are analyzed successively and computation time can be determined
mathematically for each size of requirement sets. The validity of calculation was tested ex-
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perimentally and confirmed for requirement sets with 150, 250, 500 and 1,500 requirements.
The computation time for each pair of requirements was determined for two representative
computing capacities: 16 GB RAM/i7 CPU (regular laptop; Lenovo ThinkPad) and 13 GB
RAM/P100 GPU (high-performance cloud server; Google Colab) [75].

SC-2 is considered fulfilled if the computation time of the dependency analysis does
not exceed a threshold of 5 h. The threshold was defined by asking industry experts at
which runtime the feasibility is considered limited [workshop W6].

Evaluation results: The computing time for the dependency analysis is 2 s (regular
laptop) or 0.001 s (high-performance cloud server) per pair of requirements. For a regular
laptop, up to 95 requirements are within the time limit. Using a cloud server, up to
4250 requests can be processed within 5 h (cf. Figure 16). Since very large request sets can
only be processed if sufficient computing power is available, the success criteria is rated as
partly fulfilled.

Figure 16. Runtime of dependency analysis for different size requirement sets.

Validation result: SC-2 is partly fulfilled.

Success Criterion SC-3: Processability of Regular Form of Documentation

For investigation of processability of natural language documentation form the re-
quirements set of the articulated robot arm is used. The requirements set is suitable as a
data basis, since all requirements have a natural language description text in German. SC-3
is considered fulfilled if the requirement can be imported, processed and exported correctly.

Evaluation results: Correct functionality of import and export was manually verified
by analyzing the database storage of the software prototype (import) or correct represen-
tation in the output format (.csv) (export). With regard to processing, the focus is on the
dependency analysis, since the requirement description is only used for this step. Correct
functioning and plausibility of the results were manually checked in the program code.
The accuracy check was carried out as part of the evaluation of SC-4, which confirms the
correct functionality. In all three steps, the natural language description was processed
without errors. This proves that the specifications for formatting and layout of the input
and output data were met.

Validation result: SC-3 is fulfilled.

4.4.2. Application Success Criteria
Success Criterion SC-8: Easy to Use

The results of the workshops for support evaluation (cf. Section 4.1) as well as the
feedback from pilot users (questionnaire and interviews) are used as the basis for the
evaluation. The evaluation of the method steps regarding ease of use was performed in
two steps to reduce biases caused by the user interface of the software prototype [46]. For
example, unavoidable weaknesses of a prototype such as missing secondary functionalities
(for instance, role and rights management) can lead to user frustration and bias [46].
First, the individual method steps are evaluated and based on the experimental method
Participative design [76]. For this, the respective step was demonstrated in the workshops
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of support evaluation (cf. Section 4.1) and asked whether it is easy to apply or whether
usability adaptations are necessary. By demonstrating the method, the feedback could
be actively focused on the method and the influence of the user interface and missing
secondary functionalities were reduced.

Verification of the ease of use of the user interface (in terms of usability according
to [77]) was carried out in the second step. For this purpose, pilot users independently
apply the ProMaRC method and evaluate it based on predefined criteria (cf. Appendix C).
This approach was chosen because the pilot users were not involved in the development
phase and therefore were unbiased. An established questionnaire was used for the eval-
uation: system usability scale [78]. Compared to other standardized questionnaires (for
instance, user experience questionnaire [79]), this questionnaire has the advantage that an
overall evaluation can be determined and interpreted on the basis of predefined threshold
values. Formulating individual questions was declined, since standardized and validated
questionnaires on usability of user interfaces are available and allow low-bias evaluation as
well as sound interpretation of results.

SC-8 is considered fulfilled for the method if ease of use is confirmed in the workshops
and no adjustments are pending. The success criterion is considered fulfilled for the user
interface if the SUS score of the user assessments is above 51 [0; 100]. For SUS score ≥ 51 the
user-friendliness is considered OK [80], which is seen as threshold for a software prototype
to be adequate. If both the method and user interface are completely fulfilled, SC-8 is
considered fulfilled.

Evaluation result: If adaptations to the method application or software functionality
were suggested from industry experts during the workshops (for instance, integration of a
status display for dependency analysis), those were implemented without exceptions. The
adaptations were presented and discussed again during the subsequent workshop. Since
all adaptations were implemented and evaluated as satisfactory, the overall ease of use is
considered to be fulfilled.

Usability of the software prototype was rated with a SUS score of 69.2 (average value),
which is above the predefined threshold and close to the next usability level (“Good”)
which requires a rating SUS ≥ 71. As a result, ease of use is approved for the method and
user interface.

Validation result: SC-8 is fulfilled.

Success Criterion SC-9: Availability of Required Software

Availability is rated by means of the software costs. For this, licensing conditions
of open-source software and product costs as well as market penetration are used in the
case of commercial software. Market penetration is seen as an indicator for costs, since no
procurement costs are expected for standard products already available in the company
(e.g., Microsoft Office). SC-9 is considered fulfilled if there are no costs for using the method
in an industrial context.

Evaluation result: The following software is required for method application: Python
and Microsoft Excel. Microsoft Excel is assumed to be available for free due to high market
penetration [81]. Python is an open-source product [82].

Validation result: SC-9 is fulfilled.

Success Criterion SC-10 Early Availability of Required Information

Required information for method application (input data and expert knowledge) is
examined with regard to availability in the project initiation phase. The answers to question
17 (cf. Appendix C) in the survey of the pilot users (questionnaire and interviews) is used
as a basis for evaluation.

All required input information is queried (data and expert knowledge). Availability
in the course of development is ensured by the support evaluation (cf. Section 4.1) and is
not determined separately. SC-10 is considered fulfilled if the median of user ratings for
each information category is Available. This assessment assumes that the information is
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available within the development team and that any information perceived to be missing is
due to deficits in internal communication.

Evaluation result: Pilot users’ feedback proves the availability of all required informa-
tion: median for all questions is Available. Originating from role specific responsibilities,
some answers indicated Unavailable information. Requirements engineers partly answered
not to be able to select proactive measures, because this is part of the project leaders’ re-
sponsibility. The same concern was stated for knowing the initiator of a change, which is
also part of project management. This concern is not considered an issue regarding SC-10
as the right to access this kind of information is exclusively given to project management.
Another finding is that availability of data is limited. Documentation is carried out dif-
ferently by development teams, based on varying preferences and specific project needs.
Often, it does not include change initiators, ground truth on requirement dependencies and
change impact, although standards demand for such information (for instance, Automotive
SPICE requires documentation of requirement dependencies [26]). That information exists
in terms of expert knowledge and needs to be elicited to apply the ProMaRC method.
Since all pilot users confirmed that information is available or can be gathered within the
development team, success criterion SC-10 on early availability of required information
is approved.

Validation result: SC-10 is fulfilled.

Success Criterion SC-11 Generic Applicability

To evaluate generic applicability, the requirements and restrictions of the method on
input data and expert knowledge are examined. The requirements are compared with
guidelines and standards for the development of complex technical systems, since these
are considered to be representative of the state of the art and are used in different branches.
The restrictions are derived from the method. SC-11 is considered fulfilled if guidelines
and standards for development practice demand that the required input data are available
in accordance with the restrictions.

Evaluation result: VDI2206:2021 (Development of mechatronic and cyber-physical
systems) as well as VDI 2221:2019 (Development of technical products and systems) as
key guidelines for developing complex technical systems in Germany require explicit
description of requirements at the beginning of a development project [83,84]. The same
applies to the international systems engineering standard ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288 [85]. Since
requirement descriptions are the only required input data, this can be seen as fulfilled. Nec-
essary expert knowledge is available regardless of the project phase, so that all information
demands are assessed as generically available.

As a restriction, the method is limited to natural language requirement descriptions.
Regardless of the documentation practice (document based or model based; unstructured
or structured), natural language text is used somehow [86], so that the restriction can be
assumed to be fulfilled. There are no restrictions regarding initiators or dimensions of
impacts. Any specifications regarding the form of input and output data (file format and
formatting) can be adapted in the software prototype.

Validation result: SC-11 is fulfilled.

Success Criterion SC-12 Acceptable Application Effort

The answers to questions 18 to 22 (cf. Appendix C) in the survey of pilot users
(questionnaire and interviews) are used as the basis for evaluation. The questions capture
all activities required for application of the method and are rated based on a Likert Scale [87]
from strongly disagree (−2) to strongly agree (2).

SC-12 is considered fulfilled if the average of the users’ ratings for each question is ≥ 0
(neutral). In this case, it is assumed that the majority of users accept the application effort.

Evaluation result: Pilot users’ feedback varied, but overall the results indicate im-
provement potentials regarding application effort (cf. Figure 17). As part of the interviews,
issues were discussed. The finding was that dependency analysis is the main issue. It is the
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only method requiring one-time preparation effort (creation of dependency model), which
is perceived as too high in case it needs to be created from scratch. Application effort for
subsequent steps also do not reach scores higher than 0. For recurring preparation effort, a
fully automated interface to requirements engineering software tools is missing. For appli-
cation effort, the correction of requirement dependencies is criticized. Additionally, lead
time of dependency analysis is an issue. Lastly, manual capturing of changes as a follow-up
activity should be automated based on an interface to requirements engineering software
tools. Overall, dependency analysis stands out as the source of too many application issues
for different steps. Still, all pilot users agreed that it is already a major improvement in
comparison to manual dependency analysis as currently implemented. Although appli-
cation effort should be further reduced, using manual analysis as a benchmark, it clearly
reduces application effort. As a result the application effort is partly acceptable.

Figure 17. Questionnaire results on area “application effort”.

Validation result: SC-12 is partly fulfilled.

4.4.3. Output Success Criteria
Success Criterion SC-13 Reusable Database

As a basis for evaluation, output data of the method and the software prototype are
examined and compared with the required input data. The input data builds the core of the
database and is enriched by expert knowledge from the application (for instance, evaluation
of the correctness of determined dependencies). For evaluation of reusability, it is examined
whether the output data generated from application are sufficient to cover all data-based
input data apart from project-specific inputs (requirement data) (cf. Section 3). Other expert
knowledge that is not valid for subsequent projects (for instance, impact dimensions of a
specific requirement change) is not considered. SC-13 is considered fulfilled if all input
data, with the exception of project-specific data (requirements), can be generated by output
data from previous applications.

Evaluation result: The following input data were deemed relevant for reuse:

• Likelihood analysis: Number of changes triggered by an initiator in past projects.
• Dependency analysis: Correctness of dependencies between requirements.
• Proactive action selection: Suitability of the proposed proactive measures.

The number of changes triggered by an initiator is documented during the course of
the project and stored in the project file. The change history can be evaluated by subsequent
projects by means of reference project selection. This ensures reusability and no separate
data needs for likelihood analysis in a subsequent project.

Manually evaluated correctness of the dependencies between requirements is auto-
matically stored in the project database and can also be exported as a separate file. This
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allows one to train an improved dependency model. For the dependency analysis, just the
dependency model as well as project-specific data are required, so that the requirement of
reuse for the dependency analysis is fulfilled.

The suitability of the proposed proactive measures is captured by counting each se-
lected measure for the recommender mechanism in subsequent projects. Thus, opportunity
to reuse is given. Since all three relevant input data can be generated by previous projects,
the reusability is rated as fulfilled.

Validation result: SC-13 is fulfilled.

Success Criterion SC-14 Sufficient Accuracy

On the one hand, performance parameters of dependency analysis in an industrial
context are used as the basis for evaluation. On the other hand, a survey with pilot
users (questionnaire and interviews) is conducted. The performance characteristics of
the dependency analysis allow a conclusion on the accuracy of automatically generated
information. Whether the follow-up steps, based on this information, allow a sufficiently
accurate assessment of the risk of change in the primarily supported decision situations is
determined by questions 23 to 27 (cf. Appendix C).

The queried decision situations are derived from the use cases (cf. Section 2). The
evaluation is based on expert estimates, since a data-based accuracy evaluation is not
possible. It would require documentation of the history of uncertainties and requirement
changes (including initiator and impact) as well as selected actions over a longer period of
time. This is judged to be inappropriate and expert judgment is used instead as an indicator
for accuracy. SC-14 is considered fulfilled if the average of users’ ratings for each question
is ≥ 0 (neutral). In this case, it is assumed that the method is sufficiently accurate under
usual conditions.

Evaluation result: Performance parameters of dependency analysis are high for the
articulated-arm robot case study (cf. Table 4). None as a major class has very high accuracy,
but also minor class Dependent reaches high accuracy. Due to the limited extent of training
data, dependency types are not distinguished by type in order to reduce the number of
classes to be differentiated. Since the dataset contains a major class (None) with many
entries and a minor class with few entries (Dependent), the criteria needed to be viewed
macro averaged (equal weight on all classes) to be significant [75].

Table 4. Performance of dependency analysis for the articulated-arm robot case study [75].

Dependencies Number Precision Recall F1

None −081 99.12% 99.06% 99.09%

Dependent 92 69.15% 70.65% 69.89%

Macro avg. - 84.14% 84.86% 84.49%

Weighted avg. - 98.25% 98.24% 98.24%

The application for industrial case study on engine control unit revealed the impor-
tance of a context-specific dependency model. Using a context-independent dependency
model, accuracy was poor for minor classes, but increases significantly with the ratio of
context-specific data for training the dependency model. Due to the high effort to create
such context-specific data (cf. SC-12), pilot users suggested the gathering of required depen-
dency data in the course of future development projects. The suggested approach was to
adapted in documentation guidelines and commits developers to capture dependency data.
This not just helps to create a context-specific database, but also ensures the fulfillment of
common development standards (cf. SC-10).

To further investigate the influence of context-specific training data on accuracy, data
from four student development projects on power tools (cf. Section 2) were used. The
accuracy increased from F1 = 92% (None) and F1 = 47% (Dependent macro avg.) without
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context-specific data to F1 = 98% (None) and F1 = 96% (Dependent macro avg.) with
context-specific data as part of the training set. In consequence, the importance of context-
specific data to train the dependency model is highlighted. However, the ability to reach
high accuracy of dependency analysis for different contexts is also shown [75].

As a second step, pilot users’ feedback was analyzed. Feedback indicates sufficient
accuracy for all decision situations (cf. Appendix C). Most questions have an average
rating close to 1 (agree). Improvement potential is given for the selection of proactive
measures (average rating = 0.3). The reason is that the feature is not linked to company-
specific guidelines and therefore does not exactly match company-specific selection metrics.
Context-specific tailoring such as this is named as an improvement potential, but does
not limit accuracy of the result itself. Based on the results from dependency analysis
evaluation and pilot users’ feedback, sufficient accuracy is assumed. As part of future
research, empirical studies need to confirm the accuracy of the results for risk assessment
(cf. Sections 4.5 and 5).

Validation result: SC-14 is fulfilled.

4.5. Success Evaluation

The usefulness of the ProMaRC method is determined by its contribution to increasing
efficiency in product development. Since efficiency is influenced by a large number of
influence factors and the effects of proactive change management cannot be measured
directly, an investigation of the actual influence of ProMaRC application requires a compre-
hensive empirical benchmark study. This must examine the change in key performance
indicators in comparison with development projects not using ProMaRC. This needs to
be implemented on the basis of a sufficiently high number of development projects with
comparable characteristics (e.g., degree of innovation, product context or stakeholders
involved) and for different performance levels of the existing change management.

Such empirical investigation of the success is omitted in this contribution. Before
conducting such extensive benchmark study, it should be evaluated first if indicators
suggest sufficient usefulness of the method. As a primary indicator, expert assessments are
used. Experts are able to assess whether the method addresses leverage points in industrial
practice and transfer the expected effects on other contexts. To do so, expert assessments of
industrial pilot users are recorded in a questionnaire after pilot application (cf. Appendix C;
questions 28 to 33). Measurable success factors on the basis of which the questions are
structured were derived from an influence model (cf. Appendix D). In this way, an initial
estimate of the success can be made, which will have to be substantiated in subsequent
benchmark studies.

Expert assessments indicate the usefulness of ProMaRC to develop complex technical
systems more efficiently, by risk assessment and support in selecting appropriate proactive
measures (cf. Appendix C). Within the interviews, dependency analysis was highlighted as
very helpful and promising. Today, high manual effort to identify and document depen-
dencies is a barrier to fulfill development standards (cf. SC-10) but also to reach sufficient
system understanding in early development stages. Automated dependency analysis
unlocks new action space such as impact analysis (as part of proactive as well as reac-
tive change management). It also spares developers with rare competencies (for instance,
requirements engineering). Feedback on the overall method indicates that integrating
ProMaRC into superordinate risk and change management procedures helps to consider
requirement changes in development projects more accurately and more comprehensively.
To encourage the usage of ProMaRC, the software prototype needs to be connected to
common requirements engineering and project management software tools and further
developed beyond the prototype stage.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

For analysis of change propagation, the evaluation shows that the BERT approach
produces the best results. Dependencies are detected with a high performance (F1 macro
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avg. 96%). Up to 4250 requirements can be processed within 5 h when using a cloud
server for running the dependency analysis. The analysis of exogenous and endogenous
change likelihood is assessed by experts as having an acceptable application effort and all
required information is available in an industrial context. The change impact analysis is
rated sufficiently accurate by industry users. Additionally, relying on expert knowledge as
part of the analysis is confirmed to be practical. An improvement potential is seen in the
context of training data for dependency analysis. Manually creating a sufficient database
is time-consuming and new ways to generate such training data should be investigated.
Overall, pilot users’ feedback shows that all method prerequisites are given in an industrial
context (e.g., availability of required input-data and information), the method is easy to
apply and provides a useful support.

Evaluation results may be limited due to the number of case studies and industry
experts involved. To overcome these deficits, method and software prototype need to
be tested and discussed in a broader context. As an initial step, the results have been
introduced to fifteen industry partners and three research partners in the context of the two
follow-up research projects ImPaKT and BIKINI. Exchange with experts shows high interest
in the ProMaRC method and dependency analysis in particular. Experts also confirmed
evaluation results in two workshops with up to 15 practitioners and ongoing exchange.

The presented ProMaRC method contributes to the demand for proactive requirement
change management [2,5,6,8,14] and practice [1,4,16]. It opens up a new way to reduce
the risk of project failure by means of requirements change risks assessment (RQ1) and
management (RQ2) in the early development stages of complex technical systems. Ad-
ditionally, it gives a framework for existing approaches of ECM [8,9,23,33,34,88,89] and
RCM [5,10,13,31,48,90] to be used for proactive risk management. In the field of dependency
analysis, the ProMaRC method demonstrates application potentials for transformer-based
machine learning technique BERT in requirements engineering.

Future research directions are: (1) improvement of the ProMaRC method, (2) inte-
gration into the broader context (development processes and model-based systems en-
gineering) and (3) extensive evaluation. Improvement of the ProMaRC method can be
carried out in the context of dependency analysis and impact assessment. For dependency
analysis, a more efficient way to create training data or train the BERT model needs to be
developed. Experts are not willing to create large datasets for training manually and data
augmentation techniques applied (for instance random oversampling) might lead to over-
fitted dependency models. Furthermore, transferability of dependency models into new
development contexts (for instance, different branch or product) needs to be improved in
terms of analysis performance. Transferability is key to enable broad usage in an industrial
context and reduces application effort for single projects. For impact assessment, the impact
evolvement (for instance sudden burst or rising [71]) can be considered to recommend
more suitable proactive measures.

Integrating the ProMaRC method into the broader development context is essential
for long-term embodiment of proactive change management. The method needs to be
integrated into established development approaches (for instance systems engineering).
Future research also needs to investigate the linkage of the ProMaRC method towards
model-based systems engineering (MBSE). MBSE aims to represent the interplay of require-
ments, functions, logical solution elements and physical solution elements by means of
models. Automated dependency analysis as well as proactive change management hold
great potential to more extensively include the requirements layer into MBSE approaches
(for instance, for effect chain analysis [91]).

Lastly, future research needs to continue the evaluation of the ProMaRC method. On
the one hand, accuracy of likelihood and impact assessment need to be investigated based
on long-term historical data. Since there are no suitable datasets available (systematically
capturing propagation effects, change impact and change initiators), those need to be
captured for long-term evaluation. On the other hand, long-term evaluation of method
usefulness (success evaluation) needs to be carried out in benchmark studies, capturing
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different branches, company sizes and development methods. These development projects
need to be characterized comparatively to be able to make a reliable statement about the
success of the ProMaRC method. On top of that, promising application areas should be
identified that are expected to benefit largely from proactive management of requirement
changes. For example, complex block chain technologies, where high novelty meets a
volatile environment with several stakeholders and requirement changes introduce massive
cost increases and time expenditures [92].
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Appendix B. Workshops with Industry Experts

Table A2. Overview of workshops.

ID Basic Information

W1

Type and description: Workshop/Initial requirements elicitation (taking into account the results of the preliminary study)
Participants: head of department, project leader, team leader, process owner, requirements engineer, developer and subject
matter expert (total: 8 participants)
Duration and time: 180 min/02.2020

W2
Type and description: Workshop/Specification and prioritization of requirements; definition of use cases
Participants: see W1
Duration and time: 120 min/04.2020

CE1

Type and description: Regular exchange (approx. monthly)/in particular discussion of interim results with regard to
suitability and practicality and characterization of the framework conditions to be taken into account
Participants: usually head of department, requirements engineer, process manager and one to three alternating users (total:
2–6 participants)
Duration and time: 30–60 min/01.2020 till 12.2021

W3
Type and description: Workshop/finalizing Use-Cases
Participants: requirements engineer and subject matter expert (total: 2 participants)
Duration and time: 120 min/04.2020

W4
Type and description: Workshop/Discussion of the practicability of the risk portfolio
Participants: requirements engineer and subject matter expert (total: 2 participants)
Duration and time: 120 min/09.2020

W5
Type and description: Workshop/Discussion and enrichment of the list with proactive measures
Participants: requirements engineer and subject matter expert (total: 2 participants)
Duration and time: 120 min/11.2020

W6

Type and description: Workshop/Recording of actual processes and definition of target processes when applying the
methodology (change and risk management), recording of software landscape and definition of required interfaces
Participants: head of department, requirements engineer, process owner, subject matter expert and user (total:
5 participants)
Duration and time: 1120 min/12.2020

W7

Type and description: Discussion/Validation planning (requirements, available data, framework conditions, etc.)
Participants: head of department (drive train sensor development), head of department (cockpit systems), requirements
engineer, process owner, subject matter expert and user (total: 6 participants)
Duration and time: 120 min/01.2021

W8
Type and description: Workshop/Validation of the change impact assessment method and prototypical implementation
Participants: requirements engineer, subject matter expert and user (total: 3 participants)
Duration and time: 120 min/03.2021

W9

Type and description: Workshop/Validation of the change likelihood assessment method and prototypical implementation
Participants: head of department, requirements engineer, process owner, subject matter expert and user (total:
5 participants)
Duration and time: 120 min/04.2021

W10

Type and description: Workshop/Validation of the method for analyzing requirement dependencies and prototypical
implementation
Participants: requirements engineer and subject matter expert (total: 2 participants)
Duration and time: 120 min/05.2021

W11

Type and description: Workshop/Validation of the risk management method and prototypical implementation as well as
the intended learning mechanisms
Participants: head of department, requirements engineer and subject matter expert (total: 3 participants)
Duration and time: 120 min/06.2021
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Appendix C. Guideline for Collective Impact Assessment

Figure A1. Overview of guidelines for the assessment of change impacts.

Appendix D. Questionnaire Results

To evaluate the method as well as the software prototype, experts from the case study
projects were asked to fill out the questionnaire below. Attendees were responsible for
various tasks in case study projects, e.g., project coordination, conceptual design and
development or production. The number of team members involved in each case study
project varied, but did not exceed ten.

The first part of the questionnaire (questions 1–6) is used to create an overview of
the people who participated and projects considered (cf. Section 2). Results are that
participants come from the field of software engineering or industrial engineering. Roles
are requirements engineer, subject matter expert, head of department and student.
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The following diagrams show the results of questionnaire analysis, evaluated accord-
ing to the following scale (Likert Scale):

• Strongly disagree (−2)
• Disagree (−1)
• Neither agree nor disagree / neutral (0)
• Agree (1)
• Strongly agree (2)

Diagrams show the range and mean value of the answers. Besides there are yes/no questions.

Figure A2. Questionnaire results on area “usability”.

Figure A3. Questionnaire results on area “availability of information”.
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Figure A4. Questionnaire results on area “application effort”.

Figure A5. Questionnaire results on area “accuracy of results”.

Figure A6. Questionnaire results on area “success evaluation”.
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Appendix E. Impact Model for Success Evaluation

Figure A7. Impact model (based on [46]) for success evaluation.
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Appendix F. Questionnaire for Project Characteristics

Table A3. Questionnaire for project characteristics.

ID Question Option

1 What is the degree of innovation of the system to
be developed? 1: low, 2: medium, 3: high

2 What is the likelihood of change requests from
the customer? 1: low, 2: medium, 3: high

3 What is the certainty of political conditions that
influence the development project? 1: low, 2: medium, 3: high

4 What is the complexity of the project? 1: low, 2: medium, 3: high

5 What is the supplier’s delivery reliability? 1, 2: medium, 3: high

6 How well are we positioned compared to
our competitors? 1, 2: equal, 3: better

7 Are structural changes to be expected at
the customer? 1, 2: no

8 Are internal structural changes to be expected? 1, 2: no

9 Are changes of project staff with technical “know
how” expected? 1, 2: no

10 Do we apply structured requirements
management methods in the project? 1, 2: no

11 Is there an exchange across disciplines? 1, 2: no

12 Are customer requirements clearly defined? 1, 2: no
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